
 

Tanu Weds Manu Returns Tamil Dubbed Torrent is a romantic comedy written by Juhi Chawla in 2009. It is the third film in the Tanu Weds Manu series. The movie was shot in India, London and Toronto and starred actors Sushant Singh Rajput, Sonam Kapoor, Anupam Kher, Diana Penty etc. Its was released on March 3rd 2013 in India with Hindi soundtrack and English subtitles for worldwide
audience. There are more than 30 songs written by Salim-Sulaiman who composed them to suit mood swings of different scenes which had been edited by Pushpa Sengupta along with the team of Tanu Weds Manu Returns . The movie had received mixed reviews in India, but was successfully received worldwide. It ends with a surprise for the fans who watched Tanu Weds Manu. The story starts with
Tanu (Sonam Kapoor) and Manu (Sushant Singh Rajput) living in Toronto, Canada with their kid Lakshya. The couple has married for 6 years now and they are happily married although Tanu is still upset about the past events which led her to marrying Manu. One day she meets an old friend of hers Raghu (Anupam Kher) who makes her realize what exactly happened during her marriage with Manu.
It is shown that Manu who was born in a rich family, where his parents get all the attention from everyone. The acceptance from Raghu makes Tanu realize her flaws which she did not notice earlier. Manu's mom Priya (Tara Sharma) and dad Mr. Singh (Raveena Tandon) take care of their son and daughter-in-law. But a series of events make them realize about the mistakes they did in their past lives
by arranging a marriage for Tanu with a man named Ashok Kumar (Anupam Kher), who is an arrogant person, arrogant boss and he has no love towards her. And after some time, Tanu's parents request them to get her married to a rich man from India. After Manu and Tanu came back from their marriage, they had a luxurious life with the family and staff at Sri Anand Bhawan. After which, they
spend their time in Canada and even after living for 8 years, Manu still shows that he does not like his country and calls it as India. When Tanu meets Raghu again who gives her freedom to make her own choices in life by making her realize the way Manu treats her as, she leaves him with no choice as he is also responsible for arranging such marriages for them. Tanu returns to India to see her parents
and son, but her father (Pramod Moutho) does not accept her as he is avenged by Manu's family. Tanu goes back to Toronto. Manu realizes his mistakes and he tries to win back Tanu as he realizes that she is his soul mate, but was too late as she has already moved on in life with Raghu and their son Lakshya.
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